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ABSTRACT: Microﬂuidics-based technologies for single-cell analysis are
becoming increasingly important tools in biological studies. With the
increasing sophistication of microﬂuidics, cellular barcoding techniques, and
next-generation sequencing, a more detailed picture of cellular subtype is
emerging. Unfortunately, the majority of the methods developed for singlecell analysis are high-throughput and not suitable for rare cell analysis as
they require a high input cell number. Here, we report a low-cost and
reproducible method for rare single-cell analysis using a highly hydrophobic
surface and nanosized static droplets. Our method allows rapid and eﬃcient
on-chip single-cell lysis and subsequent collection of genetic materials in
nanoliter droplets using a micromanipulator or a laboratory pipette before
subsequent genetic analysis. We show precise isolation of single cancer cells
with high purity using two diﬀerent strategies (i- cytospin and ii- static
droplet array) for subsequent RNA analysis using droplet digital polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) and real-time PCR. Our highly controlled isolation method opens a new avenue for the study of subcellular
functional mechanisms, enabling the identiﬁcation of rare cells of potential functional or pathogenic consequence.

■

automated approaches such as ﬂuorescence-activated cell
sorting have high throughputs (>10,000 cells/s), they are not
suitable for samples with a low number of target cells (e.g.,
CFCs isolated from the blood of pregnant women).5,6
Meanwhile, for cells attached to a surface, laser capture
microdissection (LCM) can be applied to recover single cells
from either a slide or a tissue slice; however, this process is still
time-consuming and laborious.6
To overcome the abovementioned limitations of conventional methods, on-chip and microﬂuidic-based approaches are
promising platforms for single-cell isolation and handling.7,8
One of the most advanced systems in this ﬁeld is the Fluidigm
C1 technology that isolates single cells into individual
microﬂuidic reaction chambers.9 However, this expensive
technology is designed to isolate cells with a speciﬁc size
range and can only process up to 800 cells per run.10 It has also
been reported that half of the cells are damaged during the
capture process, resulting in gene expression alteration.9,11
Most importantly, the recovery yield is too low to be

INTRODUCTION
Isolation and molecular analysis of single cells is an essential
tool for molecular biologists that can provide signiﬁcant
biological insights into disease mechanisms. The emergence of
modern rare cell enrichment and isolation techniques
implemented for rare cells such as circulating tumour cells
(CTCs) and circulating fetal cells (CFCs) has drawn
signiﬁcant attention due to their ability to study these rare
cells at a single-cell resolution.1,2 Particularly spurred on by the
enthusing promise of new developing diagnostic, prognostic,
and therapeutic approaches based on CTC, the ﬁeld of rare cell
enrichment has exploded in the last decade, and several nextgeneration approaches including microﬂuidics-based platforms
have been developed and implemented.3,4 While there are
many diﬀerent types of enrichment approaches, enriched cells
are usually recovered either in suspension or adhered to a
substrate. However, if a bulk population of cell analysis is not
appropriate due to the assumption of average behavior and
highly pure single cells are required, an additional isolation step
must be performed. To date, eﬃcient, high-throughput, and
clinically applicable isolation technologies are yet to be
developed, considering the rarity of these cells.
For cells in suspension, manual single-cell isolation (e.g.,
mouth pipette and limited dilution) is extremely low
throughput, time-consuming, labor-intensive, and requires
signiﬁcant expertise. On the other hand, while existing
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental procedure of on-chip single-cell lysis and RNA analysis with ddPCR and real-time PCR. (A) Enrichment
of rare cell from blood samplee.g., inertial microﬂuidic cell sorting. (B) Workﬂow includes two diﬀerent approaches for isolation of single cells.
Approach 1: The automated approach includes centrifugation of a sample on a highly hydrophobic slide using a cytospin centrifuge, addition of oil
to avoid evaporation, and cross-contamination of samples followed by addition of lysis buﬀer using a micromanipulator to a cell of interest.
Approach 2: The manual approach uses a static droplet generator to encapsulate cells on the highly hydrophobic slide. The encapsulated cells are
scanned under the microscope, and then, the chip is peeled oﬀ, leaving the droplets on the slide followed by adding oil to cover the slide. Given the
size and spacing of the droplets, lysis buﬀer can be added with a hand-held pipette. (C) Following the addition of the lysis buﬀer in each of the
methods, the droplet is then transferred to a tube for the synthesis of complementary DNA (cDNA) and downstream molecular analysis of the
sample at a single-cell resolution.

amenable for integrated and automated analysis. In this
study, we demonstrate the feasibility of: (1) an on-chip lysis
method within nanoliter droplets with or without a microﬂuidic static droplet array (SDA) and (2) recovery of lysed
genetic material (RNA) using a micromanipulator or handheld pipette to conduct analysis via droplet digital polymerase
chain reaction (ddPCR) and real-time polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) (Figure 1). Toward improving this process,
we investigated the utilization of highly hydrophobic surfaces
as substrates for the on-chip lysis in order to minimize genomic
material loss after cell lysis. We show that droplets with very
high surface contact angles with the substrate would reduce the
loss of lysed materials as they possess a signiﬁcantly reduced
area susceptible to nonspeciﬁc fouling. Combining this highly
hydrophobic surface with SDA, which is able to create
individual droplets by encapsulating single cells (e.g.,
trophoblastic CFCs) into diﬀerent chambers, provides us a
low-cost approach for single-cell isolation and analysis.

acceptable for extremely rare cellular targets, including
trophoblastic CFCs.
Recent approaches using computer-assisted imaging and
robotic single-cell micromanipulation from cell suspensions
have shown considerable promise.12 However, retrieval of
adherent cells tends to be troublesome as they attach to
surfaces, and that restricts the target cell recovery. For example,
one report demonstrated that ∼20−25% of target cells were
not recovered from a thin layer of cells suspension using a
computer vision-based scanning system and micromanipulator
as cells ﬁrmly attached to the substrate after a short period of
time.12 It should be noted that while state-of-the-art
commercial isolation technologies including CytePicker and
CellCellector provide automated scanning and eﬃcient
collection of selected cells within an integrated instrument,2,13
they are expensive, time-consuming, and limited by a lower
target cell recovery compared to other enumeration
approaches.14 Crucially, manipulation of single cells is
inherently diﬃcult to perform due to the cell damage and
loss during manipulation, and therefore, extensive research has
been carried out to develop alternative approaches.9,15 Taken
together, there is an unmet need to develop a cheap,
automated, and integrated technology that can isolate lowly
abundant target single cells from a population of undesired
cells for genetic and phenotypical analysis.
To address this need, herein we propose a method of onchip single-cell lysis and retrieval of RNA compatible with
downstream analysis. We prove this approach would be
advantageous, reducing adherent cell detachment failure, cell
damage, and cell loss by directly lysing cells on the substrate.
Moreover, we argue that on-chip lysis would be more

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation. The trophoblast-like cell line (BeWo
cell) and primary ﬁrst trimester trophoblastic cells (ACH-3P),
immortalized by fusing with the choriocarcinoma cell line
AC1-1,16,17 were used as models of fetal trophoblast cells,18
and acute monocytic leukemia cell line (THP-1) was used as a
white blood cell (WBC) model. The BeWo and THP-1 cell
lines were cultured in 25 cm2 tissue culture ﬂasks (Sarstedt,
Germany) in Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (Gibco
RPMI 1640, Australia) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS) and 2% Penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich,
USA) at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in a humidiﬁed environment (41%
4585
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piezo head using the CellSorter software for 1000 milliseconds
(ms). The deposited droplet forms a sphere within the oil, and
the droplet volume was calculated by measuring the droplet
radius (r) and using the following equation

humidity). ACH-3P cells were cultured in a speciﬁc medium
(Gibco Ham’s F12 nutrient mix, Australia) with 10% FBS. The
adherent cells were detached using trypsin/ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and to enable
ﬂuorescence visualization were stained with 1 μL of Hoechst
(16.23 mM) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) per 100 μL of cells
(approx. 104 cells). For use with the ﬂuorescent microscope
imaging, BeWo and THP-1 cells were stained with Anti-PanCytokeratin (AE1/AE3) Alexa Fluor 488 and anti CD45 PECy5.5 by following a standard protocol previously described.19
Hydrophobic Surfaces. To maximize the recovery of the
genetic material, we used a glass substrate with a thin layer of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and PDMS nanoroughened
with sulfuric acid for 5, 20, 60, 90, or 120 s.
For coating glass slides with PDMS, glass slides were cleaned
by sonication in isopropanol for 5 min and dried with nitrogen
gas for 2 min. PDMS (Dow Corning, USA) base and curing
agents were mixed at a 10:1 ratio before being degassed in a
pressure desiccator. Half a gram of PDMS was poured over the
cell deposition area on glass slides, and they were left on an
even surface for a minute to form a thin layer of PDMS (50 ±
10 μm) covering the whole area. The glass slides with their
thin layer of PDMS were cured at 70 °C for 2 h. Finally, the
glass slides with cured PDMS coating were washed with
isopropanol and MilliQ water and allowed to dry.
For acid roughening, PDMS-coated glass slides were
prepared and treated with air plasma (Haric Plasma; USA)
for 30 s and 300 μL of 98% sulfuric acid (with extreme caution
to avoid splashes) (Chem-supply, Australia) and were
incubated for 5, 20, 60, 90, and 120 s. Slides were then
washed in MilliQ water and subsequently soaked in
isopropanol for 2 min before being left to dry. The level of
hydrophobicity of PDMS and roughened surfaces was assessed
by measuring the contact angles in each surface (Optical
contact angle measuring and contour analysis systems;
Dataphysics).
Micromanipulator Droplet Size Calibration and
Single-Cell Lysis. For deposition of lysis buﬀer and genetic
content recovery, we utilized a piezoelectric micromanipulator
(CellSorter, Hungary), which is capable of handling nanoliter
volumes of liquid in a precise manner. Before cell lysis, the
micromanipulator was calibrated (as per manufacturer’s
instructions) to ensure that an accurate and identical amount
of lysis buﬀer is deposited each time for every cell. A glass
needle with an inner diameter of 70 μm (BioMedical
Instruments, Germany) was used to dispense the lysis buﬀer.
The tip of the needle was treated with a siliconizing reagent
(Sigmacote, Sigma-Aldrich, Australia) by submerging it for 10
s to reduce any nonspeciﬁc adsorption of biomolecules and
cells onto the needle. The needle was then ﬁlled with RNA
extraction buﬀer (Arcturus PicoPure RNA isolation kit, applied
biosystem, USA) without creating any gaps with air or oil. Due
to the high surface tension required, the piezoelectric head is
unable to deposit in ambient air; therefore, a thin layer (∼5
mm) of light mineral oil (Sigma-Aldrich, Australia) was used to
cover the cells. Critically, this also prevents the evaporation of
the nanoliter droplets of lysis buﬀer. Once the needle was
placed in the piezoelectric head and before cell lysis, the needle
height/oﬀset was calibrated using the CellSorter control unit
and the software in order to move the needle until it just
touches the glass surface. For cell lysis, the needle was placed
20 μm above the surface, and a positive pressure was created
by applying diﬀerent voltages of 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50 V to the

V=

4
π (r 3)
3

After measuring the amount of lysis buﬀer that was
dispensed into the oil with each drop as a function of the
applied voltages, the voltage that reliably provided the most
suitable amount of lysis buﬀer for one cell was chosen.
In order for the lysis of a single cell within the nanodroplet
to take place, the fetal trophoblastic cell line (BeWo) was
stained with Hoechst and used as a model for trophoblast
CFC. After trypsinization, the cells were centrifuged on glass
slides/chips with diﬀerent hydrophobicity using EZ Megafunnel (Thermo Fisher, USA) and Shandon Cytospin 4
(Thermo Fisher, USA) at 2000 revolutions per minute (rpm)
and midacceleration for 5 min. After centrifugation, the cells
were covered with light mineral oil, the oﬀset was set, and a
single cell was selected for lysis.
Approximately 50 nL of lysis buﬀer was deposited on top of
the selected cell on the slides by applying a potential diﬀerence
of 50 V to the piezoelectric head of the micromanipulator for
1000 ms, and then, the droplet (containing the lysate obtained
from the cell, including its genetic materials) was removed
after 10 s by resetting the potential diﬀerence back to zero
volts over 2000 ms which created a negative pressure. Finally,
the cell lysate was deposited into a PCR tube preﬁlled with 5
μL of ultraclean phosphate-buﬀered saline (PBS) by applying a
potential diﬀerence of 50 V for 2000 ms, followed by the RNA
extraction protocol.
SDA Chip Fabrication and Single-Cell Lysis. Our
previous research has demonstrated a novel leakage-free SDA
that eﬃciently, rapidly, and reliably captures single cells in a
high-throughput manner with a minimal cell loss.20 A similar
design concept was used here with slight changes in the
spacing of the pockets to ease the manual pick-up process. The
mold of the proposed design was fabricated using a digital light
processing 3D-printer (MiiCraft Ultra 50, MiiCraft, Hsinchu,
Taiwan) with a printing area of 57 × 32 × 120 mm and XY
resolution of 30 μm. The design of the microﬂuidic channel
and traps were adjusted so that it could be printed with the
given resolution. 3D-printing the mold does signiﬁcantly lower
the cost of manufacturing compared to standard SU-8
lithography, which allows a rapid and low-cost prototyping
of our device.21 Similar to previous research proposed by
Shrestha et al.,22 to prevent PDMS from sticking to the mold,
ﬁrst, salinization was done on the 3D printed mold in a
vacuum chamber using Perﬂuorooctyl silane (Sigma-Aldrich,
Australia) for 8 h to produce a hydrophobic coating layer for
an easier release of cured PDMS. PDMS was prepared by
mixing an elastomer and curing agent at a ratio of 10:1. It was
then poured onto the mold and cured at 65 °C for 2 h before
peeling. The cured PDMS was then cut from the mold, and
inlet and outlet access holes were made using a 1.0 mm biopsy
punch.
To further explore the potential of using highly hydrophobic
surfaces for on-chip lysis and retrieval of RNA, we adopted the
microﬂuidic SDA device to isolate single cells on the surface
and conducted single-cell lysis and RNA retrieval using a 2 μL
handheld pipette. First, to avoid the adhesion of droplets to
our SDA device, a thin layer of a superhydrophobic material
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water were added. The sample was brieﬂy centrifuged and
incubated in a thermal cycler by following the kit protocol.
Finally, the preampliﬁed sample was directly used for ddPCR
and analysis.
Droplet Digital PCR. Optimum annealing and extension
temperatures, as well as concentration for each primer have
been described previously.26 For each well of the ddPCR well
plate, 1.1 μL of each primer (2 primers per well, KRT-19-FAM,
GAPDH-HEX), 11 μL of ddPCR Supermix (Bio-Rad, USA),
3.8 μL nuclease-free water, and 5 μL cDNA to have a ﬁnal
volume of 22 μL were added, and the plate was sealed with an
aluminum plate seal (Bio-Rad, USA). Then, the plate was
brieﬂy shaken with a microplate shaker (Eppendorf MixMate,
Australia) at 500 rpm for 45 s and centrifuged for 30 s using
plate spinner (MPS 1000, Labnet, USA). As per the
manufacturer’s instruction, droplets were generated from our
samples using a QX200TM AutoDGTM droplet generator
(Bio-Rad, USA). Once droplets were generated, the plate was
sealed and placed in the thermocycler (Eppendorf deep well
thermocycler, Australia) for PCR based on probe assay
instructions (PrimePCR ddPCR Gene Expression Probe
Assays, Bio-Rad, USA). Finally, the plate was placed in the
QX200 Droplet Reader (Bio-Rad, USA), and the sample was
run using absolute quantiﬁcation. Data were analyzed using
QuantaSoft Analysis Pro (Version 1.0.596, Bio-Rad, USA).
Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction. For each
sample, 1 μL of each primer (2 primers per well; KRT-7
FAM and GAPDH HEX), 10 μL of 2× Probe PCR Master Mix
(QuantiNova, Qiagen, Germany), and 8 μL cDNA (without
preampliﬁcation) were added to a quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (qPCR) well plate (Bio-Rad, USA) to have a
ﬁnal volume of 20 μL. Keratin-7 (KRT-7) was used to identify
ACH-3P cells from hematopoietic cells, similar to using KRT19 for BeWo cell identiﬁcation. The plate was sealed with
adhesive Microseal (Bio-Rad, USA) and centrifuged by a plate
spinner for 30 s. The plate was placed and incubated in the
CFX96 qPCR thermocycler (Bio-Rad, USA) by following the
instruction of probe assay (QuantiNova). Finally, data were
analyzed using Bio-Rad CFX Maestro (Version 4.0.2325.0418,
Bio-Rad, USA).

was coated on our device by following a protocol previously
described by Torun et al.23 In brief, the solution was made of
two parts, of which the ﬁrst part was created by dispersing
carnauba wax in ethanol and then heated to ∼80 °C. The
second part was created by a mixture of the PDMS precursor
and curing agent mixed at a ratio of 10:1 and added to ethanol
under continuous stirring. Finally, both parts were mixed
together and sprayed on the SDA device.
Second, for capturing cells into the SDA chip, 7 μL of the
cell suspension (ACH-3P) was mixed well and gently injected
with a handheld pipette into the chip via the inlet. Next, any
excess liquid can be removed from the central channel by
aspiration from the outlet. The chip with captured cells was left
on an even surface for 5 min at room temperature, facilitating
sedimentation of individual cells in droplets on the highly
hydrophobic surface. Droplets were then checked under the
microscope, and those with single cells were identiﬁed.
Afterward, the chip was gently peeled oﬀ, and 1 mL of
mineral oil was added on top of droplets to avoid evaporation.
Finally, 0.5 μL of the cell lysis buﬀer was added to the desired
droplets and lysate transferred to a PCR tube for RNA
extraction.
RNA Analysis. RNA Extraction. After single-cell lysis,
collection, and deposition into a PCR tube, RNA extraction
was performed using the Picopure RNA isolation kit (Thermo
Fisher, USA) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief,
after lysing the cell with extraction buﬀer, incubation in 42 °C
for 30 min, and adding 50 μL of ethanol (from the Picopure
kit), it was transferred to the activated extraction column and
centrifuged at 100g for 2 min. In order to minimize RNA loss
during the sample transfer, the sample tube was washed with
an extra 25 μL of ethanol, which was then added to the
column. The column was then washed 3 times by adding 100
μL of washing buﬀers and centrifugation. Finally, the column
was transferred to a new PCR tube, and 11 μL of the elution
buﬀer was added to the column and centrifuged for 1 min at
16,000g to achieve pure RNA. Subsequently, the ezDNAse kit
(Thermo Fisher, USA) was used as per the manufacturer’s
instructions to ensure there was no DNA contamination.
cDNA Synthesis. cDNA was synthesized using iScript kit
(Bio-Rad, USA) by following the manufacturer’s instruction. In
the process of cDNA generation, 1 μL of iScript reverse
transcriptase, 4 μL of 5× iScript advanced reaction mix, and 2
μL of nuclease-free water were added to 13 μL ezDNAsetreated RNA. The samples were then incubated at 46 °C for 20
min, 95 °C for 1 min, and held at 4 °C in the thermocycler
(Bio-Rad T100).
Preampliﬁcation. In order to increase the amount of RNA
for detection and show retrieved lysed cells were amenable for
ampliﬁcation, single cells’ RNAs were preampliﬁed with
TaqMan PreAmp Mastermix kit as per the manufacturer’s
instructions (Thermo Fisher, USA). In brief, preampliﬁcation
was performed on 10 μL of cDNA (BeWo cells) using Taqman
preampliﬁcation master mix and speciﬁc primers for two
selected mRNAs. Keratin-19 (KRT-19) was used as it is highly
expressed in BeWo cells and is common for the detection of
epithelial (CTCs and CFCs) from hematopoietic cells.2,19,24
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) is one
of the most commonly used housekeeping genes for bulk RNA
analysis.25 For each sample (10 μL cDNA), 25 μL of 20×
Taqman preampliﬁcation master mix, 12.5 μL of primer mix (1
μL of each probe KRT-19 and GAPDH in 98 μL Tris−EDTA
(TE) buﬀer [Thermo Fisher, USA]), and 2.5 μL nuclease-free

■

RESULTS/DISCUSSION
Micromanipulation is a standard technique for single-cell
isolation due to the high precision and control in handling the
nanoliter-sized liquid.5,15,27 Here, in order to demonstrate and
deﬁne the piezoelectric micromanipulator’s ability to deposit
and recover lysis buﬀer, we set out to investigate deposition
volume and reproducibility as the volume of lysis buﬀer and
sample are critical in most downstream genetic applications.
The size of each droplet was measured after depositing it into
light mineral oil for 1000 ms with various voltages (15, 20, 30,
40, and 50 V) as described above. As expected, there was a
linear relationship between the voltages applied and the
volume of the droplets (Figure 2). The equation of the line of
best ﬁt was found to be y = 44.3x + 231.1 with a coeﬃcient of
determination (R2) of 0.997136, indicating a highly linear
relationship between the applied voltage and volume of
droplets. We found the minimum voltage the micromanipulator required to generate a droplet (11 ± 0.5 nL)
was 15 V. The maximum voltage the micromanipulator can
produce is 50 V, which generated droplets of 48 ± 0.5 nL size.
The droplet size generated using the micromanipulator was
consistent (N = 10); however, at lower voltages (≤30 V), the
4587
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needle was subjected to clogging of the lysis buﬀer. As the
downstream analysis (PCR) in our study is not highly sensitive
to the volume of lysis buﬀer, the 48 nL droplet (50 V) was
chosen to be used throughout our experiments.
After optimizing the volume of lysis buﬀer, we investigated
single cells lysis on surfaces with diﬀerent hydrophobicity
through on-chip lysis and retrieval of molecular content with
the automated manipulation system. We coated PDMS on a
glass substrate as the basis of our investigation due to its
hydrophobicity, biocompatibility, and ease of application on
solid substrates.28−30 Although PDMS is hydrophobic itself
(contact angle ∼100−107°),31 we used a simple acid
roughening approach with sulfuric acid to increase the
hydrophobicity through the creation of nanostructures,32 as
ﬁrst described by de Givenchy et al.33 Importantly, the surface
nanostructures improve the cell adherence by increasing the
surface area to which the cells could adhere.34,35 Increasing the
treatment time with sulfuric acid leads to an increase in the
contact angle until a plateau is reached after 90 s (Figure S1),
with a contact angle of 134 ± 0.5°. Although superhydrophobic surfaces can provide a contact angle higher
than 134, their high slipperiness and superhydrophobicity
become increasingly challenging, resulting in either rolling
droplets of lysis buﬀer on the surface or even prevention of
deposition as droplets tend to remain on the glass needle of the
micromanipulator.

Figure 2. (A) Schematic of adding a droplet of lysis buﬀer on a cell
attached to the highly hydrophobic surface following by genetic
material retrieval. (B) Droplet sizes and volumes generated with an
increasing voltage of the piezoelectric head micromanipulator. (C)
Images of two diﬀerent droplet sizes generated by the micromanipulator (i) 15 and (ii) 50 V.

Figure 3. (A) Micrograph demonstrating lysis of a single cell (red circle) with lysis buﬀer on PDMS-coated glass slide before (i) and after (ii)
single-cell lysis. (B) One-dimensional scatter plot of one selected well of the ddPCR plate for KRT19 and GAPDH showing positive (on the top)
and negative droplets (on the bottom) of the lysed single cell on three diﬀerent surfaces. (C) Level of detected mRNAs in three surfaces and
collected single cell (N = 3). (D) Heat map shows the relative level of mRNA recovered from three diﬀerent hydrophobic surfaces compared to a
collected single cell in a PCR tube.
4588
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Figure 4. (A) Shows the microscopic image of the device injected with a cell solution at a concentration of 60 × 103/mL (bright-ﬁeld and DAPI
channels). (B) SDA device shown with red food dye injected for visualization purposes (i) and addition of blue food dye to the droplet to mimic
lysis buﬀer and uptake of the chosen droplet using a 2 μL pipette (ii). (C) Image of the 336-pocket SDA device with red food dye injected for
visualization purposes. (D) Ct value of mRNAs of a lysed single cell on a 90 s nanorough PDMS and collected single cells (N = 5). (E) Real-time
qPCR reaction performed using KRT-7 and GAPDH assays for a lysed single cell on a 90 s nanorough PDMS and collected single cells (ACH-3P).

performed. As shown in Figure 3B,C, the copy number of
KRT-19 and GAPDH was 2.3 ± 0.4 (26 positive droplets out
of >13,000 droplets) and 11 ± 2.5 copies/μL (133 positive
droplets out of a total >14,000 droplets) in collected single
cells, respectively; there were no positive droplets in either
negative control. Although the copy number of the RNAs does
not reﬂect the absolute concentration in a single cell,
considering the application of a preampliﬁcation step, there
is concordance between the relative RNA levels of both
markers (level of GAPDH is 5.5-fold of KRT19) and the
relative levels of RNA previously reported in BeWo cells
(GAPDH is 5.7-fold of KRT19).36,37
Following this, we then demonstrated RNA recovery from
the three substrates (PDMS, 20 s nanorough PDMS, and 90 s
nanorough PDMS; Figure 3C). As expected, RNA recovered
from the PDMS (contact angle 105°) was the lowest, that is,
0.5 ± 0.2 and 2.2 ± 0.5 copies/μL for KRT19 and GAPDH,
respectively. Recovery from the 20 s acid-roughened PDMS
substrate (contact angle 126°) had an intermediate recovery of
1.5 ± 0.2 and 7.2 ± 1 copies/μL for KRT19 and GAPDH,
respectively. The best recovery of RNA was observed from the
90 s acid-roughened PDMS substrate (contact angle 134°),
with a recovery of 2.0 ± 0.3 and 8.9 ± 1 copies/μL for KRT19
and GAPDH, respectively. The relative level of RNA recovered

We compared the diﬀerences in genetic material (RNA)
recovery after cell lysis on four surfaces with varying
hydrophobicity levels, including glass (contact angle < 10°),
PDMS (contact angle 105 ± 2°), and nanoroughened PDMS
treated with sulfuric acid for 20 (contact angle 126 ± 2°) or 90
s (contact angle 134 ± 0.5°). It is important to note that due
to the hydrophilicity of glass, when lysis was performed with
the micromanipulator, the cell lysate was not recovered.
Therefore, we examined the RNA recovery from the three
tested surfaces: (1) PDMS, (2) 20 s nanorough PDMS, and
(3) 90 s nanorough PDMS. In this instance, we compared the
recovered RNA contents from these surfaces to the RNA
obtained from a single cell deposited into a PCR tube before
undergoing lysis and further processing. After the expulsion of
lysis buﬀer onto the cell attached to the surface and incubation
for 10 s to ensure cell is entirely lysed, the lysate was collected
and deposited into a PCR tube for further processing (Figures
2A and 3A).
Initially, we demonstrated the ability to perform single-cell
ddPCR for detection of the KRT19 (epithelial marker) and
GAPDH (housekeeping gene) markers. After RNA extraction,
cDNA synthesis, and preampliﬁcation, ddPCR for KRT-19FAM and GAPDH-HEX of single cells (BeWo) with two
negative controls (PCR clean water, RNA template) was
4589
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SDA device, the droplets tended to attach to the SDA chip due
to the higher hydrophobicity of the substrate. To overcome
this issue, we used a thin layer of a superhydrophobic material
on a SDA channel, which ensures to keep droplets on the
substrate surface after the peeling-oﬀ.
After lysing single cells (ACH-3P), RNA extraction and
cDNA synthesis, real-time PCR for KRT-7-FAM, and
GAPDH-HEX for single cells with two negative controls
(PCR clean water, RNA template) were performed. Although
ddPCR and preampliﬁcation are compatible with our SDA
approach, we used an ultrasensitive probe-based real-time PCR
kit (QuantiNova; Qiagen) that is able to accurately detect rare
targets down to one copy without applying a preampliﬁcation
step to simplify our analysis method. In our proof-of-principle
study, we demonstrated the ability to recover the cell lysate
using a SDA chip and 2 μL pipette, as well as performing realtime PCR for the detection of single-cell RNA expression
without the preampliﬁcation step.
As shown in Figure 4D,E, the Ct values of KRT-7 and
GAPDH in the lysed single cell were 35.53 ± 0.6 and 29.78 ±
0.7 compared to the collected single cell that were 34.31 ± 0.2
and 28.68 ± 0.3, respectively; Ct values were not detected in
both negative controls. Although the Ct values do not reﬂect
the absolute concentration and copy number of these mRNAs,
these slight diﬀerences between Ct values (5 independent
replicates) indicate a comparable recovery of genetic materials
from a single-cell lysed on our highly hydrophobic surface
using the SDA chip and 2 μL pipette to a single cell collected
and lysed in a tube.
Finally, to further demonstrate the ability of our SDA chip
on a highly hydrophobic surface in capturing and isolation of
rare cells for downstream analysis, we mimicked a rare cell
sample postenrichment and injected into our high-throughput
SDA device (336 pocket device). As per our previous research
ﬁndings for CTC41 and CFC19 isolation using an inertial
microﬂuidic device, around 1−10 cells of interest are enriched
among 1000−2000 WBCs in 1 mL of the patient’s blood.
Using a similar ratio, we mixed a stained THP-1 cell line (antiCD45) to represent WBCs with a stained BeWo cell line
(Anti-Pan-Cytokeratin) as rare cells in a ratio of 1:100. We ﬁrst
injected 7 μL of the cell mixture at a concentration of
approximately 60,000 cells/mL (total of ∼400 cells, four BeWo
cells among 396 THP-1 Cells) into our device and observed an
average single-cell capturing rate of 38% (over ﬁve injections).
Among the captured single cells, 1.4 ± 0.55 BeWo were
successfully isolated individually (Figure S2). Furthermore,
given the scarcity, importance of rare cells, and in order to
improve the single-cell capturing rate of the device, we lowered
the concentration of the injected sample to 30,000 and 15,000
cell/mL, which signiﬁcantly increases the average single-cell
capturing rate to 62% and 81%, respectively. It is worth
mentioning that the lower concentration results in lower total
cells injected in the system and hence requires more devices to
process a given number of cells. To overcome this, the device
design can be further optimized to increase the total number of
pockets, which can be achieved by lowering the spacing
between pockets (e.g., 2 mm to 1 mm) and adjusting the
height-to-width ratio of pockets. Overall, in the context of rare
cell isolation and analysis (CFCs or CTC), after an initial
enrichment, using our SDA chip on a hydrophobic surface not
only comparts cells in a single-cell droplet but also provides the
opportunity to detect, lyse, and analyze our desired single cells
in a rapid and simple way.

from these three surfaces compared to collected single cells
(lysed within a tube) is also demonstrated in Figure 3D. The
90 s acid-roughened PDMS had the highest relative level of
recovery, that is, 85 and 80% for KRT19 and GAPDH,
respectively. We hypothesize that an increased contact angle
(hydrophobicity) and decreased contact area of the liquid
droplet (due to the nano roughness of the surface) resulted in
signiﬁcantly less binding of the cell lysate, which leads to
improved recovery of genetic materials.
It is worth noting that the RNA extraction kit (PicoPure)
used in this study is actually designed for use with LCM. When
1−1000 cells are isolated with LCM, it is recommended that
10 μL of extraction buﬀer should be used. It is common in
LCM to use extraction volumes in this range, which ensures
the captured cell is then lysed with the buﬀer. However, the
large volume of reagents can increase the cost for some
applications, the likelihood of cell loss, and crucially dilute the
sample,38 which all have been addressed in our method by
adding nanoliter volumes of the lysis buﬀer. Importantly, and
particularly relevant for sequencing approaches, our method
could also allow for the addition of barcodes during single-cell
lysis, similar to a single-cell RNA sequencing approach
including the Chromium 10×,39 with a lower starting number
of cells. Moreover, as our proposed approach provides
concentrated RNA contents in nanoliter droplets, it would
reduce the need for extremely high-depth sequencing required
for low-abundance transcripts.40
After successfully implementing a highly hydrophobic
surface for cell lysate recovery through using a cytocentrifuge
and micromanipulator, to eliminate the need for special
laboratory equipment, we explored the use of an SDA device
for single-cell isolation as it has been described previously20 on
our highly hydrophobic surface. The use of SDA device allows
us to undertake the whole process by using only a handheld
pipette and microscope. This provides an opportunity to
simplify our method and introduce an eﬃcient manual singlecell isolation and analysis technique by using standard
laboratory instruments, without losing a signiﬁcant amount
of single-cell RNA contents.
As a proof of concept, we designed a 20 × 20 nL and a
higher-throughput version of 336 × 20 nL pocket/trap devices
(Figure 4A−C) incorporating SDA on a hydrophobic surface.
It is noteworthy that SDA devices with greater numbers of
traps and diﬀerent trap volumes can be fabricated, as shown in
previous studies (500 × 2.5 nL and 600 × 14 nL traps).20 This
ﬂexibility in manufacturing of SDA devices with diﬀerent trap
quantity and volume that can be easily operated with a
standard laboratory pipette provides us with a robust manual
single-cell isolation method with no loss for rare cell analysis.
The volume of each droplet generated by the chip is 20 nL,
while it can still be visualized without using a microscope.
Based on our experiments and Poisson distribution, when the
solution is injected at 60,000 cells/mL, 37% of pockets contain
only a single cell, while around 32% of pockets contain more
than one cell. Lowering the injection concentration can
signiﬁcantly reduce the number of multioccupancy traps but
increases the number of empty traps. The pockets were
designed 2 mm apart, allowing for manual lysis of cells without
mixing with adjacent droplets. Also, a micromanipulator could
be combined with the SDA system as a method of cell lysis
when an automated platform is required, which can allow for
lower spacing between traps. It is important to note that after
allowing 5 min’ sedimentation time and the peeling-oﬀ the
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CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the feasibility of an “on-chip” lysis
method to extract single cells’ genetic materials within
nanoliter droplets that can be easily recovered for subsequent
analyses. Speciﬁcally, we showed that the RNA of single cells
could be eﬃciently recovered using this method and used for
cDNA synthesis and PCR analyses. We also demonstrated the
beneﬁt of using highly hydrophobic surfaces toward reducing
the loss of cell RNA contents that could result from
nonspeciﬁc adsorption of the cell lysate to the substrate.
Finally, we have explored the feasibility of using a highprecision microfabricated SDA chip on a highly hydrophobic
surface to generate hundreds of stationary droplets in indexed
traps for single-cell isolation and lysing using a handheld
pipette. The speciﬁc SDA chip design comprising pockets with
2 mm spacing allows for lysis of cells without risk of crosscontamination while still having eﬃcient capturing of single
cells in droplets.
Our on-chip lysis has the potential to signiﬁcantly reduce the
complexity associated with the manipulation of single cells.
Current approaches are typically very time- and resourceintensive and require the utilization of large volumes (e.g., 10
μL) of buﬀers to ensure recovery of the micromanipulated
single cells (including for LCM). However, we demonstrated
that both our automated and manual single-cell lysis
approaches could provide high quality and quantity of singlecell RNA contents for downstream genetic analysis by just
using nanoliter (micromanipulator) to 1 μL (hand-held
pipette) of lysis buﬀer. Through further developments, this
approach could also be integrated with in situ DNA or RNA
ampliﬁcation methodologies42 toward further facilitating
routine implementation of a high-throughput genetic screening
including sequencing. In conclusion, we envisage that this
approach could be integrated into a single-cell enrichment,
isolation, and analysis technology for a clinically translatable
sample processing technology.
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